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The Other Within Us All 
 
Quite a few years ago, I read a small volume by the French philosopher Julie Kristeva. One statement 
stood out beyond all others: ‘The foreigner is within me, hence we are all foreigners. If I am a 
foreigner, there are no foreigners’ (Kristeva 1991, p.192). As time passed, I contemplated this 
statement from its many different sides. I understood it from the context of Jungian psychology – that 
in the process of individuation, a ‘coming to selfhood’ or ‘self-realisation’ integrates all parts of the 
personality, foreign or otherwise, in a journey toward wholeness (Jung 1995, p.415). I understood it 
from the perspective of living the virtue of compassion – the othercentredness which underpins the 
Buddhist precept (as an example – all faith traditions embrace this principle) that ‘the suffering of 
others is our own suffering, and the happiness of others is our own happiness’ (Nhat Hanh 2008, p.49).  
 
Throughout, reciprocal recognition fuelled my enquiries, the way of love underpinned my 
contemplations. I understood how love stands in relation to our interaction, our ‘being-with’ all other 
beings in creation. I understood how the only discriminating factor is the choice we make – to love or 
not to love, to care or not to care – about the foreign ‘other’, the everything and everyone we perceive 
as ‘not us’. And, following the trail of Kristeva’s simple logic, I understood that this choice is actually 
no-choice. We cannot do otherwise than love, than care – wei wu wei. Thus did I understand 
Kristeva’s statement at the core of my very self where the ultimate foreigner lies. Once the spark of 
love ignites, there is no choice but to live our true nature – each of us nothing less than a unique 
expression of love incarnate, and the other within each beating heart nothing less than divinity, pure 
and personalised.  
 
In this essay, I describe my first consciously direct encounter with the Ground of Being, the voice of 
God made manifest, my experience that of oneness with all creation, Ibn Arabi’s Unity of Being in full 
and joyous bloom. But how did His voice manifest? I had read enough of the works of mystics and 
scholars across spiritual traditions to know that it is impossible to look ‘upon the face of God directly’ 
yet everywhere I turn ‘is the face of God’. It was into this paradox I wanted to delve, to understand 
how it was that I could have direct communion with ultimate reality in an experience which stretched 
space-time both without and within, enjoining transcendence and immanence in the same moment.  
 
Consciousness ‘awakened’, it seems I had reached a point of ‘authenticity of discrimination’ which, in 
the words of DT Suzuki, could be explained thus: ‘Before a man studies Zen, to him mountains are 
mountains and waters are waters; 
after he gets an insight into the 
truth of Zen through the 
instruction of a good master, 
mountains to him are not 
mountains and waters are not 
waters; but after this when he 
really attains to the abode of rest, 
mountains are once more 
mountains and waters are waters’ 
(Corbin 1998a, p.355).  
 
Of course I could have simply 
accepted the fact of my awakening 
courtesy of His voice for what it 
was and left it at that. But my 
mode of being is such that I had a strong desire to understand the how behind this fact, and grow my 
knowing as a consequence of the experience. I wanted to construct (consciously reconstruct) the path 
that had led to this moment. Perhaps the waymarkers through this becoming landscape could help 
connect the dots for other pilgrims on the way. Such were my thoughts as I began the retroactive 
signposting to fuse head-knowing and heart-knowing of my ganz andere, the other within myself, the 
other within us all … 
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Guides Inner and Outer  
 
Over the years I have been blessed by the presence of an inner guide, Mr1300BC, who has taught me 
selflessly of the perennial wisdoms. I have sat at his feet in the Malakut and listened to his teachings; I 
have followed him into many situations and witnessed countless scenes which it has then been my task 
to translate and integrate into life back here in the land of time. But it was through the process of self-
naughting (dying-to-self) in which he guided me several years ago (recounted in this essay) that I first 
sensed the fundamental presence of the ganz andere within. At the time, I called this presence ‘You’, 
not knowing why or how, but knowing this was its name. I also knew that I loved ‘You’ and was 
loved by ‘You’ and that it was within and because of this unquestioned locus of love that the ritual of 
self-naughting could be enacted and proceed as a simple unremarkable matter-of-course.  
 
Later that same year, in the moment of my numinous encounter on a forest path, when felt-sense 
intuited me to the fact that ‘You’ were speaking the words uplifted from the Ground of Being 
(recounted in this essay), I found myself needing more than Mr1300BC’s symbolic language to make 
sense of what has generally been described as the ‘voice of God’, a voice which, for my mode of 
being, did not present as disembodied, omniscient or remote, but rather as personal, individualised, 
within – in short, as a living presence. It was time, therefore, to turn to the tribe of conversation 
partners whose texts I have assembled over the years to inform my practice. And the one I found who 
could most lucidly explain my relation to ‘You’ and how this voice could manifest the very Ground 
itself was the Islamic scholar Henri Corbin in his masterly elucidation of the spiritual philosophy of 
Ibn Arabi. 
 
Ibn Arabi was the 13th century Sufi I first encountered in the research for Laleima’s story, the first 
panel of my work of prose fiction, The Taste of Translation. That his understanding of reality 
surpassed all religious dogma to approach the divine source directly is encapsulated in this verse from 
his Tarjuman al Ashwaq (Corbin 1998a, p.135): 
 
O marvel! a garden among the flames … 
My heart has become capable of all forms. 
It is a meadow for gazelles and a monastery for Christian monks, 
A temple for idols, and the pilgrim’s Ka’aba, 
The tables of the Torah and the book of the Qur’an. 
I profess the religion of Love, and whatever direction 
Its steed may take, Love is my religion and my faith. 
 
Yet for the purposes of understanding ‘You’, I needed to turn to his Fusus al-Hikam and the 
explication of a relationship Corbin calls the unio sympathetica between an individual and his ‘form of 
God’. To understand how this relationship is personalised, Corbin writes: ‘We must first overcome a 
habit of thought engrained by centuries of rationalistic philosophy and theology, and discover that the 
totality of our being is not only the part which we at present call our person, for this totality also 
includes another person, a transcendent counterpart which remains invisible to us, what Ibn Arabi 
designates as our ‘eternal individuality’ – our divine Name … Let us not wait until this invisible 
presence is proved objectively to us before entering into dialogue with it. Our dialogue is its own 
proof, for it is the a priori of our being. This is … the ‘secret of divinity’, the secret that is thou’ 
(Corbin 1998a, p.173). 
 
Corbin’s thou is what I had instinctively called ‘You’. I was more than ready to take up his challenge 
to overcome habits of engrained thought, for at the deepest part of my being, my ‘You’ was waking, 
and speaking, and I didn’t want to miss a word of it.  
 
Explaining the relationship further between a ‘two’ which are in fact ‘one’, Corbin asserts that while 
the unity of being is essentially one in essence, existentially it personalises as two modes of existence, 
‘corresponding to its hidden being and to its revealed being. True, the revealed being is the 
manifestation of the hidden; the two form an indissoluble unity; but this does not mean that they are 
existentially identical. For, existentially, the manifest is not the hidden … the human condition is not 
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the divine condition, although the same underlying reality conditions their diversification as well as 
their mutual correspondence, their bi-unity’ (Corbin 1998a, p.246-7).  
 
If this summation seems a tad densely packed, think of the nestedfishes forming a whole in their 
fundamental togetherness and you have imagery commensurate to Ibn Arabi’s ‘I and Thou’. Yin and 
yang, earth and heaven, human and divine, revealed and hidden – together they form one life. It is the 
relationship between small I and big I, the ‘small mind and big mind’ of Zen Buddhism: ‘When you 
become one with Buddha, one with everything that exists … when you forget all your dualistic ideas, 
everything becomes your teacher. …When everything exists within your big mind … there is no 
distinction between heaven and earth, man and woman, teacher and disciple’ (Suzuki 2011, p.28).  
 
Or we can think of ‘I and Thou’ as the 
relationship between Jung’s self and Self 
(see Papadopoulos 2006, Stein 1995, or 
Ulanov 1999, amongst others). Or we can 
think of it as the relationship between 
Shankara’s ego-self and Atman where ‘the 
Atman, or immanent eternal Self, is one 
with Brahman, the Absolute Principle of 
all existence’ (Huxley 2009, p.2) in the 
same way that Ibn Arabi speaks of Allah 
as God in general and Rabb as the 
personal Lord or ‘Form of God’ (Corbin 
1998a, p.94). Thus, the ‘I and Thou’ 
which Ibn Arabi calls ‘Abd and Rabb (and 
Corbin translates as vassal and Lord in the 
spirit of Dante’s fedele d’amore) are no 
more, no less than Lover and Beloved.  
 
The theme of the ‘mystical marriage’ has fuelled countless verses of sacred poetry across the world – 
Rumi’s Book of Love, Dante’s Divine Comedy, Solomon’s Song of Songs, works from the Hindu 
Bhakti and Tantric Buddhist traditions to name but a few. In each expression of how this singular 
relationship is consummated, Lover and Beloved come together in ‘a union for which we have 
suggested the term unio sympathetica … a simultaineity … of complementary opposites’ (Corbin 
1998a, p.209). Its purpose, for Meister Eckhart, was clear: ‘If I am to know God directly, I must 
become completely He and He I: so that this He and this I become and are one I’ (Underhill 1995, 
p.420). And, in the final canto of the Kitab al-Tajalliyat, Ibn Arabi outlined the intent similarly – 
spoken from the perspective of the divine Rabb (Corbin 1998a, p.174-5): 
 
Listen, O dearly beloved! 
I am the reality of the world, the centre of the circumference, 
I am the parts and the whole. … 
For if you approach me, 
It is because I have approached you. 
I am nearer to you than yourself, 
Than your soul, than your breath. … 
And if we find the road 
That leads to separation, 
We will destroy separation. 
 
A Hidden Treasure Revealed 
 
There is a well-annotated hadith which underscores all of the above: I was a hidden treasure and 
longed to be known, so created the world that I might be known. Its fundamental meaning is that only 
through our witness can the hidden (God) be revealed; only through the ‘eye’ of our heart can witness 
(of and for Him) be effected. The visionary capacity which enables us ‘to recognise God in each form 
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revealing Him … (is) an essentially personal experience’ (Corbin 1998a, p.232) and the idea that the 
heart operates as a trans-sensory organ of perception and knowledge, acting as both border and 
mediator between sensual and spiritual knowing, common across mystic traditions (Underhill 1995, 
p.71). That the heart is called the ‘organ of love’ fits the relationship we seek to describe between Ibn 
Arabi’s ‘Abd and Rabb as being one fundamentally based on the dialectic of love.  
 
Ibn Arabi’s Rabb speaks: Neither my Heaven nor my Earth contains me, but the heart of my faithful 
believer contains me. Corbin explains: ‘This is because the heart is a mirror in which the manifested 
“Form of God” is at each moment reflected on the scale of the microcosm … in accordance with the 
aptitude of the heart. … The gnostic’s heart “is coloured” in every instant by the colour, that is, the 
modality of the Form in which the Divine Being is epiphanised to him … a mirror receiving the forms 
and colours reflected in it, but expanding and contracting to their measure. … (Thus) the revelation or 
knowledge he has of God is the same as that which God has of him’ (Corbin 1998a, p.196). It is an 
intensely personal experience, recognition reciprocated, pure and simple. And here, an example out of 
my everyday from two years past to demonstrate same, culled from a journal record: 
 

I walked in the forest this morning and, remembering the roe deer buck I saw at the turn 
of the path last time I walked, I looked for him there but he wasn’t around. No matter, I 
continued. Suddenly, several hundred metres further on, who should be before me on 
the path ahead! Again I stood stock still, raised my hands in greeting, but this time said 
softly, audibly: We are One. We are One. We are One. I don’t know how this particular 
mantra arose but it did and I said it. He stayed long, again, but this time as he moved 
off, with a graceful bound into the undergrowth, he called, responded, returned my 
greeting with a guttural bark. Not once but several times. Suddenly a thought presented 
in my mind: Through your eyes I see myself. Instantly the words formed, I thought: ‘I 
haven’t framed that right; it should be “Through my eyes …” when I stopped, realising 
it was You speaking, You uplifted from the depths, You – the Hidden Treasure – who 
can only see Yourself through my eyes! Sudden clarity flooded my vision, another facet 
of our unio sympathetica made manifest! And haiku arose to honour the moment – first 
Your teasing acknowledgement of me finally ‘getting it’, the second my ecstatic 
response to same: 
 
Each day a fresh glimpse. 
Through your eyes I see myself? 
My mirror mirrors! 
 
More, still more – nothing 
I say is not said by You! 
Indeed my life Yours! 

 
Explained from the perspective of a different tradition, but with no less the same outcome nor impact: 
‘Big mind … is not something which you can experience objectively. It is something which is always 
with you, always on your side … not just your (small) mind, it is universal mind, always the same, not 
different from another’s mind. It is Zen mind. It is big, big mind. This mind is whatever you see. Your 
true mind is always with whatever you see … at the very moment you see something, it is there … 
Your mind is always with the things you observe. So you see, this mind is at the same time 
everything’ (Suzuki 2011, p.128).  
 
Thus we reach a point where ‘the soul gains awareness that it “sees” God not through itself, but 
through Him; it loves only through Him, not by itself; it contemplates God in all other beings not 
through its own gaze, but because it is the same gaze by which God sees them … the soul itself is His 
organ of perception’ (Corbin 1998a, p.151). The unity of being is nothing less than the lived 
experience of one life in one world where unio sympathetica is as Ibn Arabi described – the dissolving 
of boundaries, the melting of veils until it is crystal clear that the time-space event that is ‘Abd me 
right now is none other than the material manifestation of the Rabb ‘You’ within – ‘the Divine Being 
is not fragmented, but wholly present in each instance … particularised and individualised’ (Corbin 
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1998a, p.121). No longer hidden, no longer the foreigner, the ganz andere, I understand with clear-
sightedness the words of St Paul as he comes face to face with his truth that ‘I live, yet not I but Christ 
in me’ (Galatians 2:20), as he polishes his glass darkly to ‘know even as also I am known’ 
(Corinthians 13:12).  
 
As meagre as my enlightenment may appear to the casual observer compared to the far grander 
experiences expounded in the wisdom texts of great sages – that a roe deer buck and I are one-and-the-
same, sharing Buddha-nature in our own unique ways, a knowing expressed through our singular act 
of reciprocal recognition (my mantra, his bark, emptiness infilled with ‘Your’ words formed) – for my 
mode of being its simplicity was its depth; it occurred ‘according to my capacity to apprehend Him’ as 
Corbin quotes from the Acts of Peter 
(Corbin 1998a, p.131). The unfolding 
of enlightenment in myriad different 
life experiences, as Dogen holds, thus 
presages our holistic appreciation of 
the interdependence of all life: ‘In one 
sense our experiences coming one by 
one are always fresh and new, but in 
another sense they are nothing but a 
continuous or repeated unfolding of 
the one big mind’ (Suzuki 2011, 
p.19); hence ‘everything has the same 
value. Everything is Buddha himself. 
You see something or hear a sound, 
and there you have everything just as 
it is’ (Suzuki 2011, p.29).  
 
In this way, everyday random satori moments in the midst of the busyness of daily life serve to inform 
the totality of daily life rather than to compartmentalise or segregate the sacred from the profane – 
washing the dishes to wash the dishes becomes the norm rather than the aberration. Once, Mr1300BC 
said: Life is Satori, but only with this numinous experience, shared oneness with a roe deer buck, and 
afterwards much reflection thereon could I fully integrate his teaching into my life-as-spiritual-
practice. Hence, I am ever-thankful for conversation partners across the spectrum to help me 
understand such experiences further, deeper – in order not to forget, dismiss or make light of my 
encounters with ‘You’ but instead entrench them in the rightful centre of a life lived full, we ‘spiritual 
beings having a human experience’ (Teilhard de Chardin 1965); a life in which even ‘drinking a cup 
of tea, the seeming distinction between the one who drinks and the tea being drunk evaporates. 
Drinking a cup of tea becomes a direct and wondrous experience in which the distinction between 
subject and object no longer exists’ (Nhat Hanh 2008, p.42).  
 
‘The secret of divinity is yourself,’ wrote the 9th century Sufi master Sahl Tostari (Corbin 1998b, 
p.225); ‘to know one’s eternal hexeity, one’s own archetypal essence, is to know one’s “Angel”, that 
is to say, one’s eternal individuality as it results from the revelation of the Divine Being revealing 
Himself to Himself’ (Corbin 1998a, p.210). Much as I adore Corbin’s scholarship, let me put it this 
way, in lighter language: To hear one’s divinity speak is truly a hidden treasure revealed, and to 
continue the conversation the most delightful thing in the world. 
 
My prayer therefore? That one day we may all have the opportunity to know the other within, the ganz 
andere who is our dearly Beloved, for, in a singular act of grace, this love will bring pistis and peace 
to our lives. At which point we shall experience the deep sense of peace arising with each in-breath, 
each out-breath. Peace which may then be shared out into the world as a living presence of the one 
true life with each loving breath of our hearts. 
 
 

 


